Sale is an aspen clearcut being sold on a Ticket Scale Basis

Sale boundaries include: red paint line, and abrupt cover type changes

Prescription: Aspen Clearcut - Harvest all merchantable hardwood. Harvest jack pine. Leave all other conifers. There are purple painted trees that have differing prescriptions.

Prescription of purple painted hardwood is explained below.
- There are purple painted trees within the sale that need to be paid attention to. There are 2 trees painted with purple paint (grouse trees) that are ringed at 5 ft with a large X painted on both sides of the tree below the purple paint ring. These 2 trees need to be cut above the 5 ft purple ring and should lie as close to the high stump as possible.
- There are a handful of oak and white birch that are painted with a purple slash on both sides of the tree. Do not cut these trees.

Sever all non-merchantable hardwood stems 2" at dbh and greater.

Grouse Trees: As noted above the sale includes 2 trees that are painted with a purple X. These trees will create ruffed grouse drumming habitat.

Portions of this sale are adjacent to the North Country Trail.
- Do not cut blue painted trees that mark the location of the NCT
- Leave all oak and maple greater than 6 inches within 40 ft of the NCT
- Slash must be kept within 12 inches of the ground within 25 ft of the NCT
- No hauling or skidding will be allowed on the NCT

To comply with the Best Management Practices for Invasive Species: Prior to moving equipment onto or off of the sale area, scrape or brush soil and debris from exterior surfaces to the extent practical.

Do not cut snags unless they pose a safety hazard.

Do not damage any survey monuments.

This contract requires County authorization for all road/landing construction and places a number of other requirements on road construction and closure.